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Abstract - Computer vision has hugely gained recognition after the advent of self- driving cars. Self-driving cars have 

brought the spotlight on object detection as it mainly requires object detection to perceive the environment around it and that 
aids the decision making of the self-driving car. The main idea behind the paper is to provide a comprehensive and detailed 
analysis of different real-time object detection algorithms evolved over technological advancements in the object detection 
paradigm, analysing the inner workings, and similarity and dissimilarity among these algorithms. The main object detection 
algorithms include Retinanet, YOLO v2, and YOLO v3. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Object detection is an interdisciplinary field related to 

computer vision and image processing that deals with 
detection of instances of semantic objects of certain 

class. The distinction between object detection and 

classification is the rate at which object needs to be 

recognised. Object detection requires more faster 

identification of the objects in the scene compared to 

classification as many decision making process 

depend on it. Hence the trade-off between accuracy 

and speed is a must. 

 

II. SSD object detection 

 
Initially object detection in an image was done using 

CNN- convolutional neural networks. In this method 

the input image was treated by the computer as an 

array of pixels and it depended on the image 

resolution. Based on this information it would process 

and classify the image into certain predefined 

categories. In order to train these CNN models, each 

input image was made to pass through a series of 

convolution layers with filters called kernels. This is 

the first layer to extract features from an input image 

and perform mathematical operations using the image 

matrix and a filter to get the volume dimension. Next 
the image goes through pooling , fully connected 

layers(FC) and softmax function for classification of 

an object with probabilistic values .The below figure 

shows the complete flow of CNN to process an 

image. 

 
Fig 2.1 Neural Network with many convolutional layers 

 
The convolutional neural networks were soon 

improvised for faster localization and detection of  

object . This architecture is called R-CNN. The 

region –CNN gives the output in the form of an 

image with rectangular boxes surrounding the objects 

in the image as well as the class of the object. These 

are called the bounding box of the object if such an 
objects exists within the input image. Though R-CNN 

was a progress over CNN for object detection and 

classification , it could not perform in the same way 

and achieve the same results in real time problems .In 

order to achieve real time object detection and 

classification SSD came into play. This method could 

achieve a good balance between accuracy and speed 

of calculation. 

In Single Shot MultiBox Detector the object 

localization and classification is done in a single pass 

of the network while in previous methods it happened 
in two different stages which led to more time delays. 

This made the network slow at the inference time 

while dealing with real time scenarios. Another 

improvement in this method is the usage of MultiBox 

technique for bounding box regression. 

When dealing with images where multiple objects 

with different sizes are present at various locations, 

detection becomes more relevant. So it is about 

finding all the objects present in an image, predicting 

their classes and assigning a bounding box around 

those objects. 

 
Fig 2.2 SDD architecture 

 

The architecture of SSD is based on the VGG-16 

architecture. This deep convolutional network for 

object recognition was developed and trained by 

visual geometry group (VGG) of Oxford .It 

performed well on ImageNet dataset . The structure 

and the weights of the trained network is available for 
free. It is used as foundational network because of its 

high quality image classification and transfer learning 

to improve performance. 
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Though VGG-16 forms the base of SSD architecture, 

some changes are made such as using a set of 
auxiliary convolutional layers from Conv6 layer 

onwards instead of fully connected layers. Using 

these auxiliary convolutional layers we can extract 

features at multiple scales and not just at one layer 

and progressively decrease the size at each following 

layer. 

2.1 WORKING 

Unlike in CNN, we don’t only predict if there is an 

object in the image or not we also need to predict 

where in the image the object is present. Hence a 

training set having images with objects and bounding 

boxes around them is used. This way the learning 
model is trained to put bounding boxes on the objects 

and where to put them. This reduces the error 

between inferred bounding boxes and ground truth in 

order to optimize the learning model to detect the 

object correctly. 

When the input images is given , it is dived into a set 

of grids . Different rectangles with different aspect 

ratio is formed around those grids. Then convolution 

is applied in those boxes to detect the object in those 

grids if the object is present . Making grids and 

finding objects on those grids applies in every single 
step of the convolution going from back to front of 

the network. The classifiers are applied in every 

single step to detect the objects. The object size gets 

reduced in each step hence it gets identifies easily. 

The SSD algorithm also knows to go back from one 

convolution to another. 

Training also involves choosing the set of default 

boxes and scales for detection as well as the hard 

negative mining. The drawback of using this method 

is that since it uses more layers in its architecture , it 

makes it more complex and uses more memory. 

 

III. YOLO 

 

Object detection has been the domain of interests 

lately and the real leap in speed and accuracy was 

achieved by YOLO( You Only Look Once ) 

algorithms developed by Joseph Redmon and Ali 

Farhadi which increased the speeds of detection, one 

of the important parameters to be considered while 

devising real-time object detection algorithms. YOLO 

had little less accuracy compared to other algorithms 

that were available in object detection paradigm but a 
massive improvement in speed compensated for 

it.YOLO achieved this by using a single CNN ( 

Convoluted Neural Networks ) for both classification 

and localizing the objects using bounding boxes and 

while making predictions YOLO reasons globally 

compared to its counterparts like sliding window and 

proposal based techniques. 

 

3.1 Working of YOLO 

Initially, the frame that we have to classify will be 

divided into grid sets and each grid sets will get two 

bounding boxes each.These bounding boxes are then 

associated with the probabilities of the occurrence of 

the object of the particular class in that bounding box. 
Note that these probabilities aren't the confidence 

levels mentioning about the occurrence of the object 

in that particular bounding box. They just say if the 

object is present in that bounding box it will be of the 

following probability distribution. Adjacent bounding 

boxes with similar probability distributions are then 

combined to get the common big bounding box which 

is then analyzed about the occurrence or non-

occurrence of the object in the bounding box 

These class scores are then multiplied with the 

probability distribution of the classes probabilities. 

Now we will set the threshold value of scores and sort 
them decreasingly and use Non-max suppression 

algorithm to set score to zero or redundant boxes. 

 

3.2 Limitations 

Although YOLO is faster compared to any other 

object detection algorithm it still lags in accuracy and 

many new algorithms have been developed with 

comparable speed but far more accurate compared to 

YOLO. YOLO makes significant number of 

localization errors compared to its counterparts. 

YOLO also has relatively low recall compared to 
region based methods. 

 
Fig 3.1 Loss function of YOLO v2 

 

To improve upon this limitations the newer version of 

YOLO i.e YOLO v2 was proposed which increases 

the count of bounding box per grid cell from 2 to 5. 

YOLO v2 uses Darknet -19 as a base network for 

classification. This improvement helped us in 

overcoming localization errors as these bounding 

boxes were of different sizes. 

In YOLO v2 they also used different loss function. 

The below function defines the loss function for an 

iteration t. The confidence of the objectness of the 
current bounding box is reduced if the bounding box 

doesn't have any object in it and it is represented as 

first loss term. If a bounding box k is responsible for 

a truth box, then the predictions need to be aligned 

with the truth values which is represented as the third 

loss term. The � values are the pre-defined weights 

for each of the loss terms 

 

3.3 Performance 

Results tested by the original authors reveal that 

YOLO v2 outperforms its counterparts during that 
time period in speed but not in the accuracy. 
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Fig 3.2 Results on COCO Test dev 2015 

 

IV. RETINANET 

 

A single, unified network composed of two task-

specific subnetworks and a backbone network 

comprises the RetinaNet. It is a single-stage object 

detector, which has the performance of two-stage 

detector. The complex feature map over an entire 

input image is taken care by the backbone and it is an 

off-the-self convolution network. The classification 

on the backbone output is performed by the first 

subnet and the convolution bounding box regression 
is performed by the second subnet. 

 

4.1 Working 

The neural network is trained to take an image as the 

input to predict four values that represents the 

predicted bounding box coordinates and we will 

compare the four ground truth bounding box 

coordinates. RetinaNet works on mainly these levers: 

Backbone network and two task-specific 

subnetworks. 

Backbone is a feature Pyramid network built on top 

of ResNet50 or ResNet101, however we can us any 
classifier of your choice. 

Classification subnet predicts the probability of object 

presence at each spatial position for each of the 

anchors and object classes. The subnet takes an input 

feature map with channels from a pyramid level and 

applies four 3x3 convolution layers, each with filters 

and each followed by ReLU activations. The sigmoid 

activations are attached to the outputs finally. The 

loss function is defined by the focal loss. 

Box regression Subnet are similar to classification net 

used but the parameters are not shared. The subnet 
outputs the object location if it exists with respect to 

anchor box. 

 

Fig 4.1 RetinaNet 

 

V. YOLO v3 
 

The original architecture of YOLO v2 i.e 19 layers 

network was supplemented with 11 more layers. 

These 11 layers were used for object detection. This 

increased accuracy considerably. Hence YOLO v3 

contained in total about 30 layers for object detection 
and classification. 

YOLO v3 uses the variation of darknet which 

originally has 53 layer network pre-trained on the 

imagenet dataset for image classification. YOLO v3 

also had residual connections and skip connections 

that play a vital role in improving the performance of 

the algorithm. 

 

One of the main issues of YOLO v2 was the detection 

of small objects. This was addressed in YOLO v3 by 

taking anchor boxes of various sizes i.e 52*52 layer 

detects smaller objects compared to 13*13 which 
detect larger objects. 

 

YOLO v3 also had more bounding boxes per image 

than YOLO v2. In a standard 416*416 image, YOLO 

v3 predicted 10,647 boxes compared to 845 boxes of 

YOLO v2. This is mainly because of the small and 

medium level bounding box filters implemented in 

YOLO v3 and its robustness. 

As in YOLO v2, the loss function was also changed 

in YOLO v3. The equations in fig 1 the last 3 terms 

in YOLO v2 was replaced by cross-entropy terms in 
YOLO v3 hence the 0bject detection and confidence 

is predicted through logistic regression. 

 

5.1 Performance 

Yolo v3 performs as good as state of the art detectors 

like Retinanet and SSD on accuracy while being 

considerably faster in COCO mAP 50 benchmarks. 

But Retinanet outperforms YOLO v3 in COCO mAP 

75 benchmark 

 
Fig 5.1: COCO 75 Benchmark 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

The following paper briefs about the different Image 

classification systems and the results of these systems 

are tested using COCO 75 benchmark. This 

benchmark revels that RetinaNet has the highest 

accuracy in the current systems. Even though 

accuracy is an important measure, the real world  

requires speed at which the objects are recognised 

which the YOLOv3 delivers. For example, for self-

driving car it is important to recognise an object fast 

rather than accurately identifying the object. 
Therefore considering the real-world scenarios 

YOLOv3 is better suited than RetinaNet which has a 

higher accuracy. 
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